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Abstract

In this paper we show that, for analytic composition operators between weighted Bergman spaces (in-
cluding Hardy spaces) and as far as boundedness, compactness, order boundedness and certain summing
properties of the adjoint are concerned, it is possible to modify domain spaces in a systematic fash-
ion: there is a space of analytic functions which embeds continuously into each of the spaces under
consideration and on which the above properties of the operator are decided.

A remarkable consequence is that, in the setting of composition operators between weighted Bergman
spaces, the properties in question can be identified as properties of the operator as a map between
appropriately chosen Hilbert spaces.
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1. Preparations

Let D be the open unit disk [z e C : |z| < 1} in the complex plane. Normalized

area measure on D will be denoted by a, so dcr(z) = it~xdxdy. For each a > — 1,

a probability measure aa on D is given by doa(z) := (a 4- 1)(1 — \z\2)ada(z). For

0 < p < oo, we denote the canonical (p-) norm on the corresponding Lebesgue space

£'(*•«) by ||-II,.,,.

The analytic functions/ : D —> C such that | | / ||a-p < oo form a closed subspace

of Lp{aa) which we denote by si*. This is the weighted Bergman space defined by

a and p; it is a Banach space if 1 < p < oo and a p-Banach space when 0 < p < 1.

The polynomials form a dense subspace in
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[2] Domain spaces of composition operators 57

We write T := {z e C : \z\ = 1} for the boundary of D and m for nor-
malized Lebesgue measure on T; so dm(e") = dt/2n. The Hardy space Hp

(0 < p < oo) consists of all analytic functions f on D such that \\f \\p :=
supr<1 (/!„ \f(re")\p§)l/P < oo. Again, [H", || • ||p] is a Banach space when
1 < p < oo, and a p-Banach space when 0 < p < 1.

As usual, H°° is the Banach space of all bounded analytic functions on D; its norm
is | | / | | 0 O = su P z € D | / (z) | .

By Fatou's Theorem, given p a n d / e Hp, l imr / . 1 / ( re") exists for (Lebesgue)
almost all t. The resulting 'function' / : T —>• C belongs to Lp(m), and Hp —>
Lp{m) : f h> / is an isometric isomorphism onto the closure (weak*-closure if
p = oo) of all polynomials in Lp(m). Accordingly, we may identify Hp with a closed
subspace of V (m), and for / e Hp we shall simply write / instead of/ . See [6] for
details. It is easy to see that if — 1 < a < p, then Hp «->• &/p <̂-> g/p with continuous
inclusions for all values of p.

2. The spaces

For each z € D, the function u> i-> ^ (w) := (1 — zio)~' belongs to H00. The
map (z, w) H> ^j(w) is the reproducing kernel for the Hilbert space H2: we have
/ (z) = (f \kz) for all f € H2 and z € D.We use (-|-) to denote the scalar product of
a Hilbert space.

Each ofthe Hilbert spaces^2 , a > —1, has a reproducing kernel (z, w) (-> k("}(w);
it is well known [19, p. 120] that k^(w) := kz(w)2+a (z, w e D). We shall therefore
also write ^ x instead of Hp (0 < p < oo), and CT_! instead of m.

Leta > - 1 . The norm offc<a) in the Hilbert space < 2 is || Jt<a) || < 2 = ( l- |z | 2)- ( 2 + a ) ' ' 2

[19, p. 54], and so the functions

are norm one functions in srfp (0 < p < oo). Let ^ ( / > ) be the space of all / € srfp

for which numbers an e C and zn e D exist such that ^Zn |an| < oo and

^_, ... _.,.„. Vwe D.

is a linear space on which
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is a norm. We obtain a Banach space in this way: £l(D) —*• srf£p) : (az)zeD i->-
^2Z€D azixa,PiZ is a metric surjection. It is also clear that if p > 1, then s/£p) embeds
contractively into s/p and that, thanks to the reproducing nature of the /v P i 2 ' s , this
embedding has dense range.

Moreover, two further consequences of the definition will be important for us.

PROPOSITION 1. (a) If p,p' > 0 and a, a' > - 1 are such that (2 + a)/p =
(2 + a')/p', then £/£p) and si^f' coincide as Banach spaces.
(b) If a > — 1, then s/* = <e^(1), with equivalence of norms.

PROOF, (a) is immediate from the definitions, and (b) is due to the fact that atomic
decomposition is available in weighted Bergman spaces: just apply [11, Proposition
4.5] with N = 1 and r? = 2 + a. •

In particular, if 2+a > p, then £/£p) is isomorphic to £' (since &/a\ has this property
when a' > —1).

We shall use several times the following result given by Shapiro [14]: if 0 < p < 1
then the Banach space envelope of s^p is &/z\ where r := (2 + a)/p — 2. Note that

= g/r
l (isomorphically) in this case.

3. Boundedness and compactness

We denote by <t> the set of all analytic functions cp : D —> D. Given <p € 4>,
/ ( - > • / o <p defines a bounded linear operator between suitable spaces of analytic
functions on D; if this is the case, we denote this operator by Cv and refer to the
composition operator induced by (p.

We start by looking at boundedness on weighted Bergman spaces:

PROPOSITION 2. Let <p e <J>, a, fi > — 1 and q > p > 0 with q > 1 be given. Then
the following statements are equivalent:

(i) Q, exists as a bounded operator stfp —>• ^ ,

(ii) Cv exists as a bounded operator s^p) —> £/p,

(iii) supzeD ||Q,(/v,,,z)ll^; < oo.

PROOF, (i) =» (ii) follows easily by restriction whenever srfp is a Banach space.
Otherwise we can rely on a 'trick of multiplying exponents': if Cv is bounded as an
operator sip —*• s4$', then it is also bounded as an operator £/a'

p -*• •s/^, for any
s > 0. This follows from [18, Corollary 4.4]; see [7] for the case a = — 1. Choosing
s > 1 so that sp > 1, we get that Cv is bounded as an operator s*f^sp) -> £/p'. A
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quick perusal of the definition leads from here to boundedness of Cv as an operator

(ii) <$• (iii) is obvious. To prove that (i) follows from this, we apply the same
strategy. If Cv is bounded as an operator s/^ —> si^, then it is bounded from
si™ = &/J to sffp. As before, boundedness of Cv : srf? ->• ^ follows suit. •

As is to be expected, compactness in the situation of the above proposition only
requires passing to the corresponding 'little o'-condition.

PROPOSITION 3. Let <p e <t>, a, ft > — 1 and q > p > 0 with q > 1 be given. The
following statements are equivalent:

(i) Q, exists as a compact operator si? ->• &/£,

(ii) C9 exists as a compact operator

(iii) limkl^i HQQza.p.JII*'; = 0.

PROOF, (i) => (ii) is proved as before, using [18, Theorem 5.1].
(ii) =• (iii) comes from the fact that lim^^! /vP,z = 0 holds pointwise on D. To

prove (iii) => (ii), consider the canonical surjection Q : £l(D) —> s/^p) which maps
the standard unit vectors ez of lx(D) to {J.a,p,z, and use that relative compactness of
{Cv{Qez) : z e D) is equivalent to compactness of Cvo Q, and hence of Q ; compare
[2, p. 114].

(ii) =>• (i) can be obtained as before. •

REMARKS, (a) The hypothesis q > p v l was needed to ensure that our range
spaces are always Banach spaces.
(b) Rather than referring to [18] in the preceding propositions, we could also have

applied a modified Carleson measure type argument which was used in [13] in a Hardy
space situation. We provide a sketch of (iii) =» (ii) for the case of compact operators:
We define o^G) := o-p(<p~l(-)) on Borel sets. Given s > 0, we can find 1/2 < S < 1
such that

/ I = I dosAw)<e for 5 < |z| < 1.

JD\l-zw\2J
We fix 0 < r < 2(1 - S) and 0 < 9 < 2n, set ZQ := (l - \) e'e and consider the
Euclidean disk B with center zo and radius r/2. Since 1 — |zol < |1 — zi>w\ for all
w € D, we can find a constant C = C(a,p, q) such that

< C(l -
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It follows that $4£ embeds compactly into Lq(a^ip), and this is just another way of
stating that Cv exists as a compact operator from srfg into srfjj.
A version for Carleson measures in the case of Hardy spaces and for p — q can be
found in Zhu [19, pp. 171].
(c) For p < 1, the preceding results can also be proved using that for r = (2 +

a)/p — 2, $4^ is the Banach space envelope of si* ([14]).

As a corollary, we may state:

COROLLARY4. Let <p e <!>, 0 < p,p',q,q' < oo be such that Ivp < q and

' < q', and a, a', fl > —1 be given. If (2 + a)p'q = (2 + ot')pq', then Cv maps

boundedly (respectively compactly) into srfjj if and only if it has the same property

as an operator from J</£ to &/{j.

PROOF. This is clear if q = q'. The general case is obtained using once more the
'trick of multiplying exponents'. •

This result fails for example for weakly compact composition operators. For a
specific example, take a = 0, a' = f$ = —1, p' = 1/2, q' — 1 and p = q > 1.
Then (2 + a)p'q = (2 + a')pq' so that we can compare Cv : srf£ ->• Hp and
Cv : Hl/2 —• Hl. It was shown in [5], via the existence of suitable non-compact
diagonal operators lp —* f, that there exist operators Cv : si£ —> Hp which are not
compact; but since p > 1, this operator is weakly compact. On the other hand, as
was shown in [9], weak compactness of Q : Hl/2 -» Hl always entails compactness.
(The weak topology of / / 1 / 2 is taken with respect to the separating dual of this space.)

On the other side we may now state that, within our setting, boundedness and
compactness of composition operators can entirely be phrased in terms of Hilbert
space operators:

COROLLARY 5. Let <p e O, a, fi > - 1 and 0 < p, q < oo be such that \vp < q.
Set a' = (2 + a)(q/p) — 2. Then Cv exists as a bounded (compact) operator

if and only if it exists as a bounded (compact) operator &/*, —• srfj.

4. Order boundedness

Let X be a quasi-Banach space and Y a subspace of a quasi-Banach lattice L. We
say that an operator u : X -*• Y is order bounded if it maps the unit ball Bx of X into
an order interval of L: for some h > 0 in L we have \ux\ < h for all x e Bx. Within
the setting of composition operators, the concept has been considered in [7] and [4]
for Hardy spaces, and in [5] for weighted Bergman spaces.

Propositions 2 and 3 can be carried over to order bounded composition operators.
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PROPOSITION 6. Given cp e <&, a, /3 > — 1, p > 0 and q > 1, the following are
equivalent:

(i) Cv exists as an order bounded operator sip —»• j ^ 9 ,
(ii) Cv exists as an order bounded operator s/Jp) -> s/p,

(iii) (1 - M2)-1 belongs to L(2+a)i/p(dafi).

Note: (iii) reveals that, for fixed a and /3, order boundedness also depends only on
the ratio q/p.

PROOF. (i)=$>(ii): Suppose that Coexists as an order bounded operator^" -> sip.
Up > 1, then restriction yields Q as an order bounded operator from &i£p) to
s/pq. If p < 1, we apply the results from [14] together with a straightforward
convexity argument to conclude that Cv maps s/r

l order boundedly into s/pq, where
r = (2 + ce)/p - 2. But ^p) = s/T

0) — s/T
l since 2 + a = p(2 + r).

(ii)^-(iii): This is immediate since s\ipz€D(l — \z\2)\l—z<p(w)\~2 = (1 — ̂ (u;)!2)"1

for each w e D.
(iii) => (i): We show that there is a constant c (depending on a and p) such that

. \ (2+a)/p

IQ / (Z) |<C

for all / e B^p and z € £>. To this end, we need to estimate the norm of the
reproducing kernel k("} as an element of (^p)*. If p > 1, then an appeal to [19,
Lemma 4.2.2] provides us with a constant c(a, p) such that

(2+or)/p

= I/Mz))l<

If 0 < p < 1, then wesetagain r = (2+a)/p — 2anduse [14] to get I
and so

2+r

= C(T, 1)

even for all / € B^\. D

We obtain the following consequences:

COROLLARY 7. Z r̂ a,a', fi > —1 and (p e <$> be given and suppose that 0 <
/?, p', q, q',s < oo are such that q, q', sq > 1.

(a) If Q, is order bounded as an operator s/? —> s/jf, then it is order bounded as
an operator s/a

ps -> &/£s, too.
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(b) If(2+a)p'q = (2+a')pqr, then Cv is order bounded as an operator &/£ —> srf^

if and only if it exists as an order bounded operator &/£, —*• srffl.

We know from Corollary 5 that in case q > p and with a' = (2 + a)(q/p) — 2,
Cf, acts as a Hilbert space operator stf2, -*• srfj. By (b), it is order bounded provided
we start with an order bounded operator sip -» ^ . But for an operator M : / / -»
Â  between Hilbert spaces, order boundedness is equivalent to u being a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator: ^Z1€/ ||Me,|l2 converges for some, and then every, orthonormal
basis (e,);e/ of H\ compare with [3, Chapters 4—5]. If a ' > — 1, then the functions
z !-»• B(a' + 1, n + l)~1/2z", n = 0, 1, 2, . . . form an orthonormal basis in s^,; here
B(a' + l , n + l) = r ( a ' + l ) r ( n + l ) r (a '+«+2)- ' i s theBetafunc t ion . a' = - l e a n
only occur when a — — 1 and p = q\ the functions z i-»- z" then form an orthonormal
basis in s^, = H2. In any case, we get:

COROLLARY 8. Let a, fi > —1, 0 < p < q < oo and cp e O be given, and let
a' — (2 + a)(q/p) — 2. The following are equivalent statements:

(i) Cv exists as an order bounded operator from &/£ to s/p,
(ii) C9 acts as a Hilbert-Schmidt operator srf2, —*• £?p,

Ciii) Er=oc
n

2 \\<P%.2 < oo, where cn = B(a'+I, n+I)-1'2 if a' > -\andcn = 1
otherwise.

(iv) (\\(pn \\p_q)n belongs to the Lorentz sequence space (,pl{2'¥a)-q.

The incorporation of (iv) is by a standard binomial series argument and amounts
to requiring convergence of the series J27=o(n + \)a+a){qlp)'x \W\\yr Compare also
with [5], and with [7] for the special case of Hardy spaces.

5. Absolutely summing operators

Order bounded operators are close to p -integral and to (absolutely) p -summing
operators; see [12] and [3, Chapter 5]. In fact, if v is any measure, if Y is a subspace of
Lq (v), and if u : X -> Y is order bounded, then it is g-summing (and even ^-integral),
and if u* : Y* -*• X* is ^-summing, then u is order bounded.

Proposition 6 does not carry over to summing operators. For example if p > 1 and
2 + a > p, then Grothendieck's inequality yields that Q, : ^p) -> srfj is 1-summing
whenever Cv exists as a bounded operator £/p -> srfj (since s/^p) is isomorphic to

n
The situation is different for operators whose adjoints have the summing properties

under consideration. We limit ourselves to the case of 'genuine' Bergman spaces.
Results for Hardy spaces are already contained in [4,5,8] and [16].
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PROPOSITION 9. Let <p e <i> be given and suppose that 1 < p,p',q,q' < oo and
a, ft > — 1 are such that p < q < p*, p' < q' < p'* and (2 + a)p'q — (2 + a')pq'.
Then Cw : tff - exists as an operator with a q-summing adjoint if and only if

p exists and has a q'-summing adjoint.

PROOF. Suppose that Q, maps stf£ into srf^ and has ^'-summing adjoint. By the
ideal properties of such operators, Cv : si/^f) -*• -t&p also has a ^'-summing adjoint
and is hence order bounded. By Proposition 6, Q, : £/a

p —> &fp is order bounded.
We write Q := (2 + a)/p - (l/q) and conclude that E^=o(" + l)eq\\<Pn\\l,q

 i s finite-
Therefore u : f' ->• ^ : f = (^) h^ E^lo(" + 1)e£.Pn i s w e l 1 defined and
bounded. Note that u* is ^-nuclear and so in particular ^-summing (see [3,12]).

We claim that/ i-> ((n + l)~ef (n))neNo defines a bounded operator v : £^p —>• tq'\
as usual, we write here/ = X^lo /W^" (z e ^ ) - From the obvious relation Cv = MU
we can then conclude that Cv, together with u, has a ^-summing adjoint.

To this end we set S := 1 + a - Q, SO that 8 = (2 + a)/p* - (l/q*). We will prove
that£ = (£„)„ i->- E ^ o ^ ( " + i)*2" defines a bounded operator w: I" ^ &/£'; here
z" is used to denote the n-th monomial z i->- z". We employ a result of Sledd [17]
according to which, for some constant C\ and every % e lq,

E
k=2"n=0

the two expressions are even comparable to each other. Since p* > 2, the Hausdorff-
Young inequality provides access to the right hand side: for each n, we have

2 - + I - 1

+
HP' \ *=2"

This is further estimated using Holder's inequality [with q/p and q/(q — p)]

P'll /->n+t , \ P'(<1-P)/(.P1)
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c2 being a certain constant. Since p* > q it follows that there is a further constant c
such that

I M $ ) I £ , . < c £ I ] i5*i'l <cimi5*.
n=0 \ t=2" /

It is well known that (/, g)a := fDf~gdaa puts ̂  and ^ p * in duality and establishes
an isomorphism between sff and {&?£)*; moreover, \(f, z")a\ and \f (n)\ (n + I)"1""
are comparable for all / € s/£ and all n e No. This implies that there is a constant
C such that \\vf ||€,« < C ||to*/ ||£,< (/ <= ^ f ) , which was what we wanted. •

Again, the property under discussion can entirely be reformulated in terms of
Hilbert spaces:

COROLLARY 10. Let <p e <£>, a, fi > - 1 and 1 < p < q < p* be given. Set
a' — (2 + a)(q/p) — 2. Then Cv : stf£ -> &/£ exists and has a q-summing adjoint if
and only if Cv : sf£ —*• ^ exists and is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.

This is immediate from Proposition 9 since a Hilbert space operator is Hilbert-
Schmidt if and only if it is r-summing for some (and then all) r (see [3,12]).
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